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Abstract. PriMan is presented; privacy-preserving user-centric identity manage-
ment middleware which defines and groups the required functionality. It offers the
application developer a uniform technology-agnostic interface to use and com-
bine different types of privacy enhancing technologies. Moreover, thePriMan
framework defines all the components and their functionality required to raise
the development of privacy enhanced client-server applications to a higher level.
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1 Introduction

The digitalization of our society comes with a lot of benefits. However, privacy of the
user is increasingly at stake. The awareness of both citizens and companies is rising. In
fact, both can benefit from a higher level of privacy in applications.

Therefore, techniques are being developed to improve the user’s anonymity; crowds
and mix networks at network level, and anonymous credentials w.r.t. personal user prop-
erties. The latter enable to prove only the required properties, e.g. that you are older than
18 if one of the credential attributes is your date of birth.

The privacy enhancing technologies (PETs) are heterogeneous in approach; e.g.,
pseudonym certificates are sent to the verifier, while Idemixcredentials only send proofs.
Hence, it will cost the application developer much effort todevelop a privacy-friendly
application, especially when multiple credential types must be supported. Also, chances
are that the privacy issues will be omitted or that the privacy is inadequately protected
due to incorrect use of PETs. Moreover, even in privacy-friendly applications, the user
remains in the dark about to whom and under which pseudonym personal properties
have been disclosed or, in short, about his degree of anonymity towards others.

Therefore,PriMan, a privacy-preserving user-centric identity middleware frame-
work is designed and implemented. It facilitates the development of privacy-enhanced
applications. The different credential approaches are reconciled, resulting in a uniform
interface enabling the application developer to choose themost appropriate technology
and to easily switch to another one when e.g. the requirements change.

Three privacy-preserving applications in three differentdomains have been built
on top of this framework; an ePoll (eGoverment), an eTicketing (eCommerce) and an
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ePrescription (eHealth) application. The design of the presented framework has been
reiterated several times driven by the feedback received from the application developers.

The next section briefly sums up the relevant privacy preserving technologies sup-
ported by the framework. The requirements derived from the applications are presented
in section 3. The general architecture, the generic credential representation and the val-
idation are given in section 4, 5 and 6. Related work is discussed in section section 7
and the conclusions are given in section 8.

2 Building Blocks

The supported building blocks and the main credential systems are touched.
Mix networks (e.g. [4]) andcrowds (e.g. [7]) guarantee anonymity at network

level. A commitment scheme [9, 6] allows an entity to commit to a set of values, while
keeping these secret. The commitment hides the values towards the verifier, but al-
lows the creator to prove properties of the committed values. A verifiable encryption
scheme (e.g., [5]) also allows the creator to prove properties about the encrypted values,
while the verifier is ensured that a known TTP will be able to decrypt the ciphertext if
necessary. APseudonymis an identifier presumably unlinkable to a real identity.

An X.509 certificate is a set of personal attributes and other related properties
signed by a certifier using a standard signing algorithm. Thecertificate owner needs
the corresponding private key to prove ownership of it. Presenting it to others implies
disclosing all the content in the certificate. X.509 certificates are revoked by adding their
serial numbers on a revocation list.Pseudonym certificates[1] are standard certificates
in which the identity information is replaced with a pseudonym. Different shows of the
same certificate are linkable, potentialy undermining anonymity. The privacy can fur-
ther be increased by substituting hashes or MACs for the actual attribute values. This
way the certificate owner can decide which attributes to disclose. Ananonymous cre-
dential [3, 2] allows for selective disclosure of properties of credential attributes, while
hiding the others. The credential itself with its values is not revealed, but instead, a
zero-knowledge proof of knowledge that the disclosed properties were certified by the
issuer. Usages of anonymous credentials can either be linkable (e.g. UProve) or un-
linkable (e.g. Idemix). It is possible to prove membership of a set without revealing
anything else. The disclosed properties can also involve attributes in other credentials,
in verifiable encryptions and in commitments. Idemix credentials can be shown under a
pseudonym to which the credential is not bound. The issuer ofan Idemix credential can
set a global limit on the number of times the credential can beused. Finally, a credential
usage can optionally be deanonymized afterwards by a trusted party in case of abuse.

3 Requirements

The framework specific requirements are formulated (Fx) andare followed by the
framework tasks derived from the applications (Tx). T1-T3 are indispensable. T4-T6
are needed to build a full-fledged privacy-preserving identity framework.

F1. User-centricity. The user controls the disclosure of his personal data.
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F2. Usability. A technology agnostic, intuitive interface facilitates the development of
privacy preserving applications and plugging in new implementations (e.g. UProve
credentials) must be easy.

F3. Modularity. By loading only the required modules and implementations,PriMan
can be run on portable devices; e.g. on a doctor’s portable device to issue prescrip-
tions on location in the ePrescription application.

F4. Protection of (highly) confidential information. Confidential data can be secret
keys, but also personal data, since it can reduce users’ anonymity.

T1. Setting up connections with various properties.An SSL connection might suf-
fice for e.g. registration. However, a mix network might be a better choice to protect
the user’s anonymity for e.g. anonymous poll signing.

T2. Creation and usage of credentials.In all three applications, credentials of differ-
ent types are issued and used. Proving properties during a credential show often
requires commitments and verifiable encryptions.

T3. Secure storage of credentials & credential related data. Users often have many
credentials, which must be stored and managed securely. Some credentials should
always and everywhere be available and, hence, must be stored on a smartcard or
on a remote server (e.g. ticketing).

[T4.] Anonymity set estimation. The user discloses mandatory properties in the ePoll
and eTicketing plus potentially optional ones. The framework must estimate the
consequences of these disclosures on the user’s anonymity and give advice.

[T5.] Profile tracking. In the eTicketing application, multiple purchases by a userof
tickets for the same event need to be linkable in order to be able to restrict the
maximum number of tickets per customer. If the user discloses different properties
when buying tickets at different occasions, his anonymity may decrease. Therefore,
the framework has to securely and locally keep track of the properties disclosed
under pseudonyms to other parties.

[T6.] Dispute solving. In the ePrescription and eTicketing application, abuse is possi-
ble. Hence, support for deanonymization must be provided.

4 General Architecture

The above-formulated requirements led to thePriMan architecture of which a high level
overview is presented in figure 1.PriMan consists of abstract handler interfaces and
concrete managers. A handler interface provides a uniform interface to a class of tech-
nologies such as credentials, connections or storage. A handler is in general a wrapper
around an existing implementation of a technology (e.g. Idemix). A provider contains
concrete handlers. Multiple providers can be plugged intoPriMan. Each of the first six
managers corresponds to one of the framework tasks T1-T6 andkeeps track of and uses
the underlying concrete handlers to offer higher level functionality, since the existing
technologies are rather low level. A special manager is the policy manager to automate
decisions. ThePriManFacade is the application’s entry point to the managers. Also,
an appropriate GUI can be implemented and loaded; e.g. one GUI for PDAs and one
for desktop computers.

A connection handersets up, listens for and closes connections (T1). Theconnec-
tion manager allows the developer to specify connection properties suchas integrity
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Fig. 1. High level architecture ofPriMan.

and/or anonymity properties. Based on these properties an appropriate handler is se-
lected to set up the connection.

A credential handler provides the functionality to issue and receive credentials
and pseudonyms as well as to authenticate or to sign messageswith these credentials
(T2). Three subhandler interfaces deal with revocation, commitments and verifiable
encryptions. The service provider’s access policy will define which credentials are to
be used and which properties the user must or may disclose. Based on this request, the
user’scredential managerobtains the sets of credentials, commitments, pseudonyms
and verifiable encryptions able to fulfill the request.

Storage of credentials and credential related data such as commitments (T3) is done
by thepersistence manager. It keeps track of where the different data objects are stored
and which handler maintains them. Eachhandler defines a location type (e.g. smart
card or server), an encoding structure (e.g. XML) and the protection mechanism (e.g.
password based).

Theprivacy manager estimates the anonymity of pseudonyms towards other par-
ties and the impact of disclosing certain properties (T4). Eachprivacy handler provides
a concrete metric therefore.

Profile tracking (T5) is done by theprofile manager. Theprofile handler keeps
track of one or more profiles. Depending on the framework policy, authorization can
be given to external entities to do certain types of queries on one or more profiles:
adding or requesting for data which can be application or context specific (e.g. books
bought). Also, a user can add data to a profile (e.g. books (s)he is interested in). The
profile manager determines to which profile data are added. Aprofile handler also
implements heuristics to probabilistically link profiles.

The Dispute Manager (T6) offers the means to file complaints in case of abuse.
Complementary, evidence to protect against false accusations can be stored and later
be disclosed to trusted third parties. These parties can do the deanonymization when
certain conditions are fulfilled. Since deanonymization iscredential type specific, an
underlying credential handler is used.
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Each provider consists of a set of concrete handlers (e.g. Credential.X509 and Con-
nection.Tor). For each implementation, the provider maintains some bookkeeping in-
formation (names, properties, versions, ...)

5 Generic Credential Representation

The central concept in the framework are credentials. Therefore, this section presents
a uniform, technology agnostic representation of credentials and related objects, which
facilitates switching to other technologies. Credential technologies with heavily differ-
ing approaches such as passwords, X.509 certificates and Idemix credentials fit in the
representation. Different object types are defined.

Credential template. It describes everything credentials of a certain category have
in common (e.g. Belgian driving licenses with the same issuer public key): 1) tech-
nology specificsecurity parameterssuch as key lengths; 2)control settingsdefining the
credential’s validity and usage rights such allowance to sign, the show limit, validity pe-
riod and credential verification info; 3) theissuerdata and 4) anattribute specification
which specifies mainly the label and type of each of the attributes.

Credential. A credential consists of 1) acredential template, 2) credential values;
i.e. credential’s attribute values and the validity start date, 3) acredential tracecontain-
ing all the information disclosed each time the credential is used (e.g. serial number
and public key), and 4) (references to)credential secretsrequired to use the credential.
Credentials never leave the framework. Credential secretsand values are sensitive data
and the latter can only be exported by a framework protocol.

Show specification.This describes the properties to disclose or that were disclosed
when a credential is/was used to sign, verify or issue a credential.

Disclosure.This contains the show specification and the involved objects required
to either prove or verify the properties described in the show specification. Multiple
credentials, commitments and verifiable encryptions and a pseudonym can be involved.
In addition, deanonymization specifications can be added tospecify the deanonymizers
and deanonymization conditions (typically abuse). When a prover sends a disclosure
to the verifier, information such as secrets and attribute values are removed from the
contained objects, such that the received disclosure can only be used for verifications.

Entity. An entity represents a person or organisation and consists of a verifiable dis-
closure together with a proof (authentication or signature) of this disclosed information.
Entities are useful to keep track of the information known toor about others. It allows
to verify certification chains, which consist of entities.

Transcript. This is a framework protocol return value which contains allexchanged
data and data required to rerun the protocol such as connection id or an entity represent-
ing the prover in case of an authentication verification. Transcripts are profile manager
input.

The control settings in the templates allow for multiple issue keypairs in one credential
and, hence, allow for issuing new credentials of different types with one existing creden-
tial; for instance, issuance of Idemix and UProve credentials with an X.509 credential.
Similarly, multiple verifiable encryption keypairs can be included.
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If the properties in the show specification are proven, the verifier knows in addition
the credential trace. Hence, the less information in the credential trace, the better (which
is technology dependent). This can be checked by the prover in advance.

As an example, an X.509 certificate without private key is represented as an entity
since it represents a person or organization about which properties are certified. The
corresponding verifierdisclosurecontains a credential trace and a credential template
which contain all the information such as the attribute names and values and the certi-
fication signature to let an X.509 handler recompose the original X.509 certificate. An
Idemix credential will have an empty credential trace.

6 Validation

In the ePoll application, citizens can participate in multiple polls using an anonymous
credential, but can only vote once for each poll. Votes of thesame user are unlink-
able. The poll organizer can restrict the voter set and can invite voters to disclose some
additional properties, enabling the generation of more significant poll statistics. For in-
stance; the poll could be restricted to adults and optionally, they may disclose their gen-
der. Poll signatures are published to allow everyone to verify the poll’s correctness. In
figure 2, a client and server application use different managers to build this application.

First, the client application creates an anonymous connection with the ePoll server
(C1-C3,S1), which replies by sending a request (C4,S2). ARequest object contains
a description of the obligatory and optional properties to be disclosed and can contain
a list of sign options. It also lists the templates of acceptable credentials. The received
request thus contains the user’s different personal property disclosure options and the
different choices he can vote for. Based on the request, the client’s credential manager is
asked to give a description of each credential able to fulfillthe request (C5); in the ePoll
case, there is one such credential. Based on the request and the credential description,
all the possible show specifications are returned (C6); i.e.all the sets of properties the
user can disclose using that credential in order to cast a vote. The application could
optionally ask the profile manager for the profile containingthe information disclosed
previously to that poll service (C7). Since the user never signed the poll, this profile
will be empty. The privacy manager is asked for the impact on the privacy for each
of the possible show specifications (C8). The returnedPrivacyInfo object contains
the relevant anonymity information for each of the show specifications if the contained
properties were disclosed. Now, the application can decidewhich properties to disclose.
Note that the policy manager can already filter out some possibilities.

The user selects the properties to disclose and the option tovote for (C9, C10). The
client’s credential manager is asked to create theDisclosure object corresponding
to the show specification (C11). Therefore, it loads the corresponding credential (using
the persistence manager) and creates the required pseudonym. The nym, credential and
show specification are put in the disclosure, which is used tocreate the signature (C12).
The disclosure, signature and choice are sent to the poll organizer (C13-15,S3-S5). The
client’s profile manager is informed that overconn a disclosure has happened,
which was in fact a signature onchoice and that the signature is published (C16).
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Fig. 2. Example: signing an anonymous poll.

After receiving a signature, disclosure and the corresponding choice (S3-S5), the
server application asks the credential manager if the disclosure matches the request
(S6) and if the signature is valid (S7) and it asks the profile manager if the pseudonym
in the disclosure has not yet been used (S8). If these three conditions are met, the server
application publishes the signature, disclosure and signed choice (9).

Note that both client and server use the framework in a complementary way and
also notice how easy it is to build applications on top ofPriMan.

7 Related Work

Several federated identity management systems (FIMs) exist such as Shibboleth, Win-
dows Cardspace, OpenId, Athens and Higgins. They all have incommon that the user
data is stored by a trusted identity provider (IdP). Some of the federated identity man-
agement systems allow the user to request the IdP a token containing only properties of
the user, hence, improving the user’s privacy. Still the IdPknows when what properties
were requested by the user. None of the current FIMs offers real user-centric identity
management, which is made possible using anonymous credentials. Also, none of the
FIMs offers the user the possibility to keep track of disclosed properties, nor can they
inform the user about his/her anonymity status. Since the IdP can always link an is-
sued token to an identity, the FIMs do not need the possibility of deanonymization.
Their tokens are typically based on SAML. Our approach is built upon the idea of real
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user-centric identity management, centered around the concept of anonymous creden-
tials and offers support for the above-mentioned functionality. In addition, it can offer
support for any credential type and is not limited to SAML tokens.

PriMan allows to use different concepts in a coherent way; credentials, connections,
persistence, profiles, etc. Hence, the framework integrates current and future implemen-
tations and research in one aggregate. For instance, a high-level approach to control the
information disclosure based on the sensitivity and the possibility that a user’s identity
is revealed was proposed [8] and could be implemented by a privacy handler.

8 Conclusions

This paper presentedPriMan, a flexible middleware framework that considerably fa-
cilitates the development of privacy-preserving applications. Although not all building
blocks have an implementation yet,PriMan is already a very useful tool for developers.
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